In radio frequency identification system (RFID), the efficiency in which the reader identifies multiple tags is closely related to the methods to solve the collision of multiple tags. At present, a reasonable solution is the introduction of 4-ary query tree (or n-ary query tree) to reduce the collision time slots and additional query is used to decrease idle timeslots. The advantage of a 4-ary tree anti-collision algorithm is that it is able to reduce collision timeslots, but it also increases the idle timeslots. To reduce these excessive idle timeslots the 4-ary tree anticollision algorithm brings, an anti-collision algorithm based on adaptive 4-ary pruning query tree (A4PQT) is proposed in this paper. On the basis of the information of collision bits, some idle timeslots can be eliminated through pruning the 4-ary tree. Both theoretical analysis and simulation results support that A4PQT algorithm can significantly reduce recognition time and improve throughput of the RFID system.
Introduction
In the Radio frequency identification (RFID) system, if multiple readers and multiple tags, or a single reader and multiple tags, transmit simultaneously in the readers' working area, there are three types of collision as readers and tags operate on the same wireless channel. First, it is the frequency interference among readers which is due to the overlapping of two or more readers in the working area. The signals transmitted by these readers are causing mutual interference; thus the readers cannot read properly the tag data within the region. Second, when a tag appears in two or more readers' working area, it will not know which readers to communicate with. Third, when many tags appear in the working area of one reader, these tags respond simultaneously to the queries of the reader, which will result in collision. Generally, the first two types of collision are called readerto-reader collision, and the third is known as reader-to-tag collision. When collision occurs, the reader cannot read the tag's data. How to reduce the number of collisions? How to reduce the messages that tag transmits repeatedly and reduce the communication overhead of the RFID system? Therefore, an efficient anticollision algorithm for identifying multitag is of great importance for the wireless RFID system. RFID system for solving multitag collision problem is currently divided into ALOHA-based anticollision algorithms and tree-based anticollision algorithms [1, 2] . ALOHA-based anticollision algorithms such as Slotted ALOHA, framed slotted ALOHA, dynamic framed slotted ALOHA, and enhanced dynamic framed slotted ALOHA are on the basis of a probabilistic method, in which each tag selects randomly a time slot in response to the query of reader in the event of a collision. If there are a large number of tags, the collision will happen when some tags repeatedly back off after the collision, so there will be a long time for the tag to be identified. Tree-based anticollision algorithms, such as binary search algorithms [2, 3] , query tree algorithms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and tree-splitting algorithms [11] are based on deterministic methods. In the tree-based anticollision algorithm, the reader iteratively queries a subset of tags which match a given property until all tags are identified.
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In the binary tree anticollision algorithm, the reader sends a query to tags. Upon receiving the query from the reader, tags compare their own ID numbers to the query number. Tags respond only when their ID numbers are less than or equal to the query ID number. When there are multiple tags simultaneously to respond, it will cause a collision. Then the reader will change the query number and set the highest collision bit to 0. Other bits after highest collision are set to 1. The query will be repeated until it can identify each tag. Some studies have improved identification efficiency of the binary tree anticollision algorithm by reducing the number of times to repeat searching [2, 3] . Wu et al. [3] proposed a binary tree algorithm based on ALOHA. The algorithm uses a dynamic, adaptive, and split method to adjust the frame length and brings frame length closer to the number of tags, so that the efficiency of the algorithm is very close to the optimal values.
Query tree (QT) algorithm uses the query prefix of reader to split tags into two groups. The reader transmits a query string called prefix and the tags compare the string with its ID to see whether any of its ID contains the prefix. Only those tags whose IDs have a prefix matching to the string respond to the query. If the match succeeds, the tag transmits its ID to the reader. Collision occurs when multiple tags have the same prefix. In this case, the reader forms two new query prefixes by appending the old prefix with a binary 0 or 1. The reader then repeats the query with a different new prefix, and these tags are divided into two different groups until the number of tags in a group is one. However, in the basic query tree algorithm, the reader gradually inquires bit by bit. If the reader sends a query and no tag's ID matches the query string, it will result in an idle time slot and increase the traffic and query time. Many researchers have improved the query tree algorithm. In the 4-ary query tree anticollision algorithm [6] , the query prefix updates by increasing two binary bit each time and the query by the reader no longer constitutes a binary tree but splits into a 4-ary tree. The 4-ary query tree algorithm can reduce the collision time slots but increase the idle time slots. In some n-ary tree anticollision algorithms [1, 7] , in order to reduce idle time slots once collision occurs, the reader will add an additional query to determine the status of the collision bit and avoid to query the nonexistent query branching. So it will avoid many idle time slots. This way can improve efficiency but adds an extra query time slot. Wu et al. [3] also introduce a bit collision detection mechanism based on basic query tree anticollision algorithm to reduce the idle time slots, and it is only suitable for mobile reader to identify tags.
Tree-splitting anticollision [11] algorithm uses a random number generator to split tags into a plurality of subsets. Each tag has a random number generator and a counter and responds to the query of reader when the counter value is 0. The start value of the counter of each tag is 0. When the collision occurs, the reader broadcasts collision information. These tags just responding to the reader will generate a random number 0 or 1 and add to the counter. Those tags that has remained silent will set their counter value plus 1. Treesplitting anticollision algorithms are similar to the slotted ALOHA algorithm. These algorithms are random and their recognition efficiency is low. The new enhanced anticollision algorithm [12] split the tags into +1 groups, from 0 to , where is the tag ID. A tag belongs to only if the number of bit 1 in its ID is equal to k. When a collision occurs, the reader divides these collided tags into two subgroups, namely, subgroup 0 and subgroup 1. Each group or subgroup uses two counters, namely, 1 and 0 , which represent the number of 0 and 1 in the remaining tag IDs. When the 0 or 1 is equal to 1 in a group, the reader can identify the tags in the groups.
In order to reduce idle time slots the 4-ary tree brings, this paper proposes an adaptive 4-ary pruning query tree (A4PQT) anticollision algorithm, which adaptively prune the idle time slot branches without any additional query, so it greatly improves the identification efficiency of RFID system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic idea to design A4PQT. Section 3 presents A4PQT. Section 4 describes the performance of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 analyzes the experimental results of A4PQT. Section 6 compares A4PQT with query tree algorithm (QT), collision tree algorithm (CT) [4] , and the improved 4-ary query tree algorithm (I4QTA) [6] . Section 7 draws some conclusions.
Optimal Split Tree for Anticollision Algorithm
In order to improve the recognition efficiency, many anticollision recognition algorithms have been proposed based on the binary tree, 4-ary tree, and n-ary tree. There are three types of time slots in the identification process of treebased anticollision algorithms: readable time slots (one tag response), collision time slots (multiple tags response), and idle time slots (no tag response). If a tree-based anticollision algorithm in identifying the same number of tags requires minimum time slots, then the algorithm is optimal. Suppose there are five tags, which are 0100, 1001, 0010, 1011 and 0110, the tree-split process of anticollision algorithm to identify multiple tags by using a binary tree and 4-ary tree is shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen from Figure 1 , a data frame of the treebased anticollision algorithm can be expressed by a tree. A data frame is constituted by a number of time slots and each time slot corresponds to a branch of the tree. For an anticollision algorithm, the more total time slots are to identify a certain number of tags, the lower identification efficiency the algorithm will bring. In Figure 1 (a), there are five tags to be identified. The algorithm that uses a binary tree-splitting method requires five collision time slots, one idle time slot and eleven total time slots. While in Figure 1 (b), by using a 4-ary tree method to identify the same five tags, the algorithm requires three collision time slots, five idle time slots and a total of thirteen time slots. As can be seen, the binary tree-splitting method to identify the same number of tags will result in a relatively large collision time slot and a relatively small idle time slot the anti-collision algorithm can reduce the collision time slots by using the 4-ary tree splitting method, but it also increases the idle time slots.
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where is the number of branches of the tree, is the number of tags, and is the current level. When value is different, the total time slots of an anticollision algorithm are different. It has been proved that when the value is 3, the total time slots are the minimum; that is to say the identification process is most efficient, but it is not possible to construct a 3-ary tree. The advantage an anticollision algorithm has by using -ary tree is that it is able to reduce collision time slots, but it increases the idle time slots. The basic idea of this paper is to take advantage of some information to cut some branches of the 4-ary tree (idle time slots). This corresponds to the way the 3-ary tree splits, which can guarantee minimum total time slots and greatly improve the anticollision recognition efficiency of 4-ary tree algorithm.
4-Ary Pruning Query Tree Anticollision Algorithm
A4PQT uses tag IDs to split tags into four groups. The reader transmits a query prefix and the tags in the work area of the reader respond to the query. Manchester code is used to detect collision bits. If a collision occurs, the reader updates query prefix. From the beginning of the highest collision bit, a collision node is split by a 4-ary tree and A4PQT will cut some idle time slot nodes according to the characteristics of collision bits. Assuming denotes the collision bit, the pruning principles are as follows.
(1) If the mode is the highest collided bit +0, the two branches 01 and 11 can be cut.
(2) If the mode is the highest collided bit +1, the two branches 00 and 10 can be cut.
(3) If the mode is the highest collided bit + , do no pruning.
In the first case, according to the quadtree splitting method, the node 01 and node 11 are apparent idle time slot nodes. Similarly, in the second case, node 00 and node 10 are idle time slot nodes, and the two nodes can all be pruned. In the third case, since next the highest collided bit is also a collision bit, it is not possible to determine whether there is an idle time slot node and we cannot cut any branch.
The A4PQT algorithm consists of rounds of queries and responses. In each round, the reader transmits query prefix. Tags receive the query prefix and check whether their own IDs contain the same prefix. If the tag's ID contains the query prefix, the tag sends its ID except the part which is the same as the received prefix. If there is a collision, the reader updates query prefix based on the principle of pruning. For the reader, a stack is used as a prefix pool to hold prefixes. Firstly, a null string is pushed onto the stack. The reader starts a query with a null string ; if this causes a collision, the reader pushes new queries onto the stack and pops prefix to a new query until the stack is empty. The A4PQT algorithm is described as follows.
(1) Initialize algorithm. An empty string is pushed onto the stack.
(2) Determine whether the stack is empty. If it is empty, then go to step (7). Using the five tags (they are 0100, 1001, 0010, 1011, and 0110) as an example from Figure 1 , the identifying process of A4PQT is shown in Table 1 , and the collision tree pruning process corresponding to the identifying process of the example is shown in Figure 2 . When the reader sends an empty string , all tags are responding. The reader receives the response of tags and detects a collision according to the Manchester code; the result is XXXX, where X represents a collided bit. The reader uses 00, 01, 10, and 11 as new prefixes according to the principle of pruning. When the query prefix is 00, identify the tag 0010. When the query prefix is 11, there is no tag response, resulting in an idle time slot. When the query prefix is 01, the reader judges that the collided bit is X0 and can cut two branches 01 and 11. When the query prefix is 10, the collided result is X1; this can cut the two branches 00 and 10.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that, to identify five tags by using pruning, A4PQT algorithm generates four additional time slots, wherein the collision time slots are three and the idle time slots are one, while as shown in Figure 1 , the total additional time slots of binary collision tree are six, and 4-ary collision tree are eight. So A4PQT algorithm can reduce the collision time slots and the idle time slots; it can improve the identification efficiency of RFID system.
Performance Analysis
In RFID tag identification, the total time slots of an anticollision algorithm to identify all tags are important performance indicators; the less the total time slots, the better the performance of the algorithm. A4PQT algorithm has two kinds of situations in implementation process; one is split in accordance with the 4-ary tree but to cut two branches. The other is split by a completely 4-ary tree.
Nodes on 4-ary tree include the root nodes, intermediate nodes, and leaf nodes. The degree of intermediate node is 4 and the degree of leaf node is 0. So the total nodes of a 4-ary tree are
Here 0 is the number of nodes where the degree is 0 and 4 is the number of nodes where the degree 4. Since node degree is 4 has 4 children, leaf node has 0 children, and the root node is not a child of the other nodes. Therefore, the total nodes of a 4-ary tree can also be expressed as
Then there is
The number of leaf nodes can be determined as follows:
Let be the number of tags to be identified. When pruning condition is satisfied, A4PQT algorithm produces no idle time slots; the number of leaf nodes is equal to the number of tags; namely, 0 = .
The number of intermediate nodes is only half the number of intermediate nodes of a full 4-ary tree, namely,
So when meet the pruning condition, the total time slots of A4PQT algorithm are
When does not meet the pruning condition, each collision time slot in A4PQT algorithm will generate 0-2 idle time slot. If there has 0 idle time slot, the number of leaf nodes is equal to the number of tags; that is, 0 = . According to formula (5), we have
Then the total time slots of A4PQT algorithm are
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Readable timeslots If there are 2 idle time slots, it means that one collision node will split two idle nodes; an idle node is also a leaf node, and then the leaf nodes include readable nodes (n tags) and idle nodes. Assuming the number of idle nodes is m, by formula (5), we have
And = 2 4 ; obtain 4 = − 1; then the total time slots of A4PQT algorithm are
Therefore, the total time slots of A4PQT algorithm are
Throughput is another important performance indicator of an anticollision algorithm, which is the ratio between the number of tags to be identified and the total time slots required to identify them. Throughput reflects the recognition efficiency of the algorithm; the greater the throughput, the higher the recognition efficiency. Let be the identification throughput of A4PQT algorithm; we have
Communication complexity is also a performance index for an anticollision algorithm; it is said to identify all tags required to transmit total number of bits. The communication complexity includes the reader communication complexity and tag communication complexity. Let ( ) be a communication complexity of A4PQT algorithm to identify n tags, let ( ) represent the communication complexity of reader, let ( ) represent the communication complexity of tag; then there is
In A4PQT algorithm, the sum of the reader query prefix length and tag response length is equal to the tag length. Let pre. be the query prefix bits length of the reader, let req. be the bits length of tag response, and let ID be the bits length of tag ID; then formula (15) can be expressed as
where is the total time slots of the A4PQT algorithm. Since ID = pre. + req. , the communication complexity of the A4PQT algorithm is
Simulation and Result
To test the performance of A4PQT, we compare our scheme with query tree algorithm (QT), collision tree algorithm (CT) [4] , and the improved 4-ary query tree algorithm (I4QTA) [6] . CT eliminates the unnecessary idle time slots based on the basic query tree algorithm. I4QTA adopts a transposition way to reduce idle time slots. When two continuous collision bits occur, tags modify some bits to respond; the reader judges a tag prefix according to the transposed number, but this method also adds an extra cycle. Randomly generating 96 bits tag, the number of tags increases from 0 to 1000, and all results are the average of 100 experiments.
In total time slots, Figure 3 shows the total time slots of QT, CT, I4QTA, and A4PQT for identification of all tags. It can be seen that the total time slots of CT are significantly less than that of QT; this is because the CT has no idle time slots. The total time slots of the I4QTA are slightly less than that of CT. I4QTA split by 4-ary tree can reduce collision time slots and adjust its query prefix through the response of tags, which can reduce the idle time slots the 4-ary tree generates. A4PQT algorithm uses an adaptive way to prune 4-ary tree, so it can more effectively eliminate some idle time slots, and the total time slots are less than those of the other three algorithms. Figure 4 shows the throughput of the four algorithms. With the increasing of the number of tags, the throughput of QT is about 34% and that of CT tends to be 50%; the throughput of I4QTA is about 52%, while that of A4PQT tends to be 64%.
In communication complexity, Figure 5 shows the total transmitted bits for identifying n tags using the QT, CT, I4QTA, and A4PQT algorithms. As can be seen, the total transmitted bits of A4PQT algorithm are always less than that of the other three algorithms.
The experimental results show that A4PQT algorithm can significantly reduce the total time slots and the transmitted bits for identifying tags; thus A4PQT algorithm has very fast identification rate and very high throughput; this is because A4PQT algorithm can eliminate some idle time slots.
Discussion
QT, CT, I4QAT, and A4PQT all belong to query tree algorithm. QT algorithm is a binary query tree algorithm. The reader sends a query prefix and tags will respond when their IDs have a prefix matching. The collision will occur when multiple tags respond simultaneously; then the reader will update the prefix by adding 0 and 1 in the original prefix. Since the prefix in QT is bitwise incrementally updating, this will cause no tag response when some queries are sent. This will bring idle time slot and increase the query time. CT algorithm is also a binary query tree algorithm. It is an improved version of the QT. The prefix in CT algorithm is updated by jumping; thus it can avoid the idle time slots. CT algorithm performance is also greatly improved and can avoid all idle time slots that the QT has. But it does not avoid the collision time slots. I4QAT is a 4-ary query tree algorithm which can reduce the collision time slots but meanwhile increases the idle time slots. I4QAT uses Manchester code to detect that the collided bit is one bit or two consecutive bits. If there are two consecutive collided bits, the reader adds an additional query to send to tags. When tags receive the query, they change the corresponding two bits. The conversion method is the "00" converted into "1, " "01" converted into "01, " "10" converted into "001, " and "11" converted into "0001". I4QAT algorithm is to reduce idle International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7 time slots by using an additional query and it can eliminate the idle time slots. So the performance of I4QAT algorithm is greatly improved. However, I4QAT algorithms rely on additional queries to eliminate idle time slots; thus it also affects the performance of the I4QAT. It is also an additional burden to tags to change two bits. A4PQT algorithm is different from I4QAT algorithm. A4PQT algorithm does not execute additional queries; instead, it assumes there are five tags which use pruning way to eliminate some of the idle time slots. When a collision bit appears, all the invalid branches will be pruned to eliminate all the idle time slots. Even when there are two consecutive collision bits, A4PQT algorithm can still eliminate most of the idle time slots without having to execute additional queries. As shown in our previous performance analysis, the average time slots requested by A4PQT algorithm have been lower than those required by I4QAT algorithm. When the number of tags reaches 500, the average number of time slots requested by A4PQT algorithm will be about 700. Relatively, the average number of time slots requested by I4PQT algorithm will come up to 900. As to some other aspects in terms of performance, A4PQT algorithm also has an obvious advantage over I4QAT algorithm as well as other algorithms.
Conclusion
In the multitag identification environment, the collision is the major issue affecting the performance of RFID system. Collision resolution strategy based on binary tree can reduce idle time slots but increase collision time slots, while the 4-ary tree resolution strategy is to reduce the collision time slots but increase the idle time slots. In this paper, we propose a novel 4-ary query tree algorithm called adaptive 4-ary pruning query tree (A4PQT) for identifying multiple tags based on the characteristics of collided bit, using pruning way to eliminate some idle time slots of 4-ary tree. The A4PQT algorithm makes use of the advantages of 4-ary tree scheme that has less collision time slots and overcomes shortcomings of its more idle time slots. Both theoretical analysis and simulation results show that A4PQT algorithm can significantly reduce the total time slots for identifying multitag and improve the throughput of identification tags. As evidenced in the performance analysis, the adoption of n-ary tree will increase the idle time slots while the collision time slots are decreased.
